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 Abstract 
Reactivity controlled compression ignition (RCCI) is a novel combustion strategy 
introduced to achieve near-zero NOx and soot emissions while maintaining diesel-like 
efficiencies. Meanwhile, precise control of combustion phasing is a key in realization of 
high fuel conversion efficiency as well as meeting stringent emission standards. Model-
based control of RCCI combustion phasing is a great tool for real-time control during 
transient operation of the engine, which requires a computationally efficient combustion 
model that encompasses factors such as, injection timings, fuel blend composition and 
reactivity. In this thesis, physics-based models are developed to predict the combustion 
metrics of an RCCI engine. A mean value control-oriented model (COM) of RCCI is then 
developed by combining the auto-ignition model, the burn duration model, and a Wiebe 
function to predict combustion phasing. Development of a model-based controller requires 
a dynamic model which can predict engine operation, i.e., estimation of combustion 
metrics, on a cycle-to-cycle basis. Hence, the mean-value model is extended to encompass 
the full-cycle engine operation by including the expansion and exhaust strokes. In addition, 
the dynamics stemming from the thermal coupling between cycles are accounted for, that 
results in a dynamic RCCI control-oriented model capable of predicting the transient 
operation of the engine. This model is then simplified and linearized in order to develop a 
linear observer-based feedback controller to control the combustion phasing using the 
premixed ratio (the ratio of the PFI fuel to the total fuel injected) of the gasoline/diesel fuel. 
The designed controller depicts an accurate tracking performance of the desired 
xvi 
 
 combustion phasing and successfully rejects external disturbances in engine operating 
conditions.  
ii 
 
 Chapter 1   
Introduction 
Internal combustion engines (IC engines) are the prime source of global ground 
transportation. They are one of the major contributors to the global warming process 
through the greenhouse gas emissions as well as other hazardous tailpipe emissions which 
are deleterious to the environment. Moreover, the sheer number of automobiles which 
utilize IC engines as their main propulsion systems, makes them one of their major 
consumers of fossil fuel, a non-renewable source of energy. Hence, IC engines, due to their 
contribution to emissions and fuel consumption, have been on the limelight, and subject of 
the focus of many researchers who have been working on improving them. The goal has 
been to improve fuel conversion efficiencies while mitigating the tailpipe emissions. 
Several novel approaches have been proposed to deliver this, from hybrid electric vehicles 
to fuel cell technologies. However, despite their near-zero emissions and higher 
efficiencies, these alternative methods to IC engines are facing challenges as they require 
costly overhaul in the infrastructure of the transportation system.  
The US Department of Transportation’s National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
(NHTSA) has issued fuel economy projections for vehicle model years 2017 through 2025, 
with targeted fuel economy increasing by 53% (35.5 to 54.5 mpg) [1] as shown in Figure 
1-1. Vehicle manufacturers need to utilize a variety of technologies to meet these fuel 
economy targets, while not violating EPA emission limits. One major area of improvement 
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 is expected to arise from improving the fuel economy of internal combustion engines, 
including compression ignition engines [1]. 
 
Figure 1-1. EPA green house gas (GHG) and fuel economy regulations. The data in 
reference [1] was used to produce this figure. 
The ever-becoming stringent emission regulations have encouraged engineers to develop 
extremely efficient after-treatment systems. Three-way catalytic converters (TWC) have 
been utilized for reducing NOx, and oxidizing CO and UHC emissions in SI engines which 
have emission reduction efficiencies above 90%. However, their optimum efficiencies are 
only obtainable when mixture is near stoichiometric (slightly lean) rendering them 
incompatible with diesel engines which have a lean global operation. Diesel engines utilize 
a set of after-treatment systems to reduce NOx, burn soot and UHC, i.e. lean NOx traps 
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 (LNT), selective catalytic reduction (SCR), diesel oxidation catalysts (DOC), and diesel 
particulate filters (DPF). However, none of these methods correspond to optimizing the 
combustion process itself which is the sole source of power generation in IC engines. Thus, 
an optimal combustion mode can be achieved to both reduce emissions, without the need 
for after-treatment systems, as well as maintaining optimum efficiencies. One of such 
methods is low temperature combustion (LTC) engine concepts which include, 
homogenous charge compression ignition (HCCI), premixed charge compression ignition 
(PCCI), and reactivity controlled compression ignition (RCCI) engines. These novel 
approaches have distinguishing merits with regards to fuel economy and emissions, 
however, these combustion strategies require further investigation for them to be utilizable 
in transportation fleets. The challenges facing LTC engines, range from precise control, 
proper after-treatment to restrictions on operating range. 
1.1 Motivation for Reactivity Controlled Combustion 
Strategy 
Compression ignition engines have higher efficiencies compared to SI engines due to lack 
of throttling and higher compression ratios. However, after treatment in this type of engine 
is challenging. Due to highly heterogeneous nature of combustion in CI engines locally 
rich mixtures induce excessive temperatures contributing to production of NOx. Since 
diesel engines operate under overall lean conditions utilization of TWC converters is not 
feasible. In order to reduce NOx either lean NOx traps or selective catalytic converters 
could be used. In the case of lean NOx traps, NOx is reduced by products of rich 
combustion such as CO, UHC and H?. Thus, due to its lean operation, the engine is required 
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 to undergo periodic rich conditions to reduce the stored NOx which reduces the engine fuel 
conversion efficiency. SCR requires the introduction of urea as a reducing agent for 
reduction of NOx which is stored in the vehicle and injected in the exhaust manifold. The 
injected urea does not contribute to torque generation of the engine. Similarly, urea used 
to reduce NOx could be perceived of a surplus fuel consumed, imposing a fuel economy 
penalty on engine [2]. The local hot-rich regions in the mixture contribute to production of 
soot in diesel engines. The soot could be oxidized using after treatment systems such as 
diesel particulate filters. These filters require regenerations to remove the collected soot. 
This procedure either entails of dosing fuel in the exhaust manifold or late injection. Both 
of these approaches reduce the fuel conversion efficiency and the merit of CI engine over 
their SI counterpart is undermined. Thus the notion of reducing the emissions within the 
cylinder without utilizing after treatment comes to mind. LTC combustion regimes, also 
known as high-efficiency clean combustion (HECC), have enabled substantial reduction in 
NOx and particulate matter while maintaining efficiencies similar to diesel engine [3].  
HCCI combustion strategy, as a low temperature combustion, may appear 
thermodynamically appealing but it has faced difficulties using either gasoline, which has 
poor auto ignition properties causing difficulties in combustion at low loads, or diesel, 
superior auto ignition but combustion phasing is difficult to control at high loads [4]. 
Moreover it sacrifices two combustion control aspects. First, there is a lack of direct trigger 
for control of combustion phasing. Start of combustion is not controlled directly by fuel 
injection timing like in direct injection compression ignition (DICI) engine operation or by 
spark in SI engines. Second, similar to combustion phasing pressure rise rate cannot be 
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 controlled directly either by the rate of fuel injection as in DICI engine, or by finite 
turbulent flame propagation as in SI engines. Due to homogenous nature of the charge all 
the mixture auto ignites almost simultaneously contributing to excessive peak pressure rise 
rates [4]. 
1.2 Charge stratification and RCCI combustion strategy 
Dec et al. [5] used partial fuel stratification to reduce the knocking possibility of HCCI 
engines. They suggested that if the fuel being used has ? sensitive auto ignition and two 
stage combustion characteristics, the stratification of equivalence ratio in the mixture 
would expand the knock load limit by confining the heat release rate through introduction 
of gradients in the auto ignition properties of the mixture. Partial fuel stratification (PFS) 
was realized by port fuel injection of gasoline and subsequently direct injection of 
remainder of the fuel later in the compression stroke. The PFI portion of the fuel creates a 
homogeneous mixture whereas the role of DI fuel is to introduce stratification of 
equivalence ratio in the charge (both being gasoline). However, they concluded that for the 
naturally aspirated HCCI engine gasoline does not depict auto ignition properties sensitive 
to equivalence ratio and two staged combustion characteristics. Hence, PFS is not an 
effective approach for reduction of peak pressure rise rate (PPRR) in naturally aspirated 
HCCI engines. 
Inagaki [6] used an injection of gasoline in the intake manifold and an early injection of 
diesel to promote a moderate inhomogeneity of fuel equivalence ratio as well as cetane 
number of fuel. They examined the combustion characteristics of HCCI and premixed 
compression ignition (PCI) engines using different fuels. By examining different blends of 
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 fuel, they inferred that by changing the ratio of high research octane number (RON) fuel 
the ignition timing could be controlled through the change in the crank angle at which the 
in cylinder temperature reaches a critical value due to variations in cumulative heat release 
during low temperature oxidation (LTO). Also an analysis on the parameters affecting the 
HCCI/PCI combustion using fuels with different octane numbers was performed. Then, 
based on the knowledge obtained a dual fuel combustion strategy by stratification of 
equivalence ratio and octane number of fuel was developed to realize near zero NOx and 
soot emissions as well as low combustion noise. Based on the experimental results, they 
concluded that as RON increases the LTO timing advances and its rate of heat release rises. 
Moreover, the start of ignition, i.e. high temperature oxidation (HTO), advances as well. 
Furthermore, they investigated the relation between temperature and heat release. As the 
RON of fuel increased the onset temperature of LTO increased but the ignition temperature 
was barely affected. Therefore, the variation in ignition timing with RON of fuel was 
attributed to the change in LTO heat release which determines the temperature distribution 
before the start of combustion. As the heat release rate (HRR) increased the charge 
temperature reaches its critical value sooner, thus the ignition onset is advanced. A more 
significant observation was the fact that the addition of higher RON fuel has negligible 
effect on the ignition of the more reactive fuel which was attested by addition of iso-
pentane whilst keeping the n-pentane amount constant. They also explored the effect of 
injection timing on combustion rate. As the SOI was advanced from -33 to -40.5 crank 
angle degrees (CAD) aTDC the LTO profile remained essentially constant, whereas the 
HRR at the early stage of HTO became smaller causing an increase in burn duration. These 
results are consistent with those of Sage Kokjohn [4]. In order to delve more onto the effect 
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 of equivalence ratio and RON on preventing simultaneous ignition of the charge two 
different fuel blends with the same RON, i.e. n-heptane plus iso-octane as port fuel injected 
(PFI) and diesel fuel as direct injection (DI), were injected and they observed that the mere 
stratification of ? is not sufficient to control the combustion duration since as the fraction 
of DI fuel is changed, which contributed to level of stratification of ?, the burn duration is 
not affected. In order to examine the effect of RON stratification on combustion duration 
CFD analysis using KIVA2 code was performed. In their calculation only the more reactive 
fuel was considered as the high RON fuel has little effect on ignition of low RON fuel. The 
stratification for low RON fuel caused local heat release during LTO and a wide range of 
temperature distributions just before the ignition causing a milder combustion process. 
It was shown that by stratification of fuel reactivity peak efficiencies could be maintained 
by moving from net diesel fuel to a 50-50 blend of diesel and gasoline. The notion of fuel 
blending strategy which provided low emissions and high efficiency (peak indicated 
thermal efficiency of 53% from 4 to 14.5 bar indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP) 
[7]) was called RCCI combustion strategy. However, engine is required to operate over the 
entire range of speed and load in an LTC regime, if not possible it should switch to other 
combustion strategies (e.g.  CI) depending upon the base engine platform. Unlike other 
LTC techniques which are limited by compression ratio and reactivity of fuel, RCCI allows 
the stratification of mixture reactivity by utilizing two fuels.  
Recent studies have shown that RCCI combustion strategy is capable of attaining high 
indicated thermal efficiencies, e.g. 56% at 9.3 IMEP and 1300rpm, along with near zero 
NOx and soot emissions over a wide range of loads and speeds. Kokjohn [1] used detailed 
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 CFD modeling to clarify the results achieved through experiments. These results were also 
compared to conventional diesel combustion (CDC) and it was shown that NOx and soot 
emissions are reduced by 3 orders of magnitude and a factor of 6 and the gross indicated 
efficiency was increased by 16.4 percent. The increase in efficiency was attributed to less 
heat losses and more control over combustion phasing.  
Kokjohn [4] explored the RCCI combustion strategy over a load sweep (4.6-5.9-9.3-11.6-
14.6 IMEPg bar) on a Caterpillar 3401 SCOTE (rc=16.1:1). A KIVA-3v code coupled with 
the CHEMKIN II solver were utilized for chemistry calculations. The simulation results 
were validated against the experimental data and used afterwards to elaborate on trends 
observed. 
They concluded that as the load is decreased from a peak efficiency point, the main reason 
for the drop in efficiency is the increase in combustion loss, since exhaust loss and heat 
transfer losses cancel each other out. The same trend holds for the loads past the peak 
efficiency point since the combustion approaches stoichiometric conditions (? =
0.97 ?? 14.6 ???) thus, indicating that combustion inefficiency has major role in 
determining the gross IMEP trend. Therefore, simulations were utilized to comprehend the 
combustion efficiency trend. For the case of 4.6 IMEP bar UHC and CO are mainly formed 
near the cylinder liner due to overly lean mixture. In the 9.3 bar case UHC formed near the 
crevice region is unreacted gasoline and CO formed in the liner is due to low temperatures 
caused by heat transfer to the liner. In the last case UHC formation is the same as previous 
one but CO is formed both near the liner and crevice volume. Formation of CO near the 
cylinder liner is due to rich region (? = 0.97). 
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 Kokjohn [4] performed a comparison between CDC and RCCI combustion strategies. The 
RCCI 9.3 bar IMEPg and 1300 rpm case was chosen to compare with a CDC engine 
operating at 1208 rpm and 9.9 bar IMEPg. Since the difference between the speeds was 
less than 100 rpm its effect has been neglected. Moreover RCCI engine operated under 
41% EGR as compared to not utilizing EGR in the CDC case. 
It has been noted from the experiments and simulation that RCCI demonstrates three order 
of magnitude lower NOx, and soot levels have decreased by a factor of four (0.012 
compared to 0.076 g/kW-hr for RCCI and CDC, respectively). Moreover, 16.4 percent 
higher gross indicated efficiency (~8% more fuel converted to useful work) has been 
achieved by RCCI. However, an order of magnitude of increase in UHC and CO has been 
noted, i.e. combustion losses. Furthermore, ringing intensity (RI) has increased roughly 
four times (3.3 vs. 0.9 MW/m2) which still satisfies the requirement of not exceeding 5 
MW/m2. 
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Figure 1-2. ? versus temperature for CD and RCCI combustion at 5° aTDC [4] 
Figure 1-2 depicts that CDC case has significantly lean high temperature and rich regions 
producing NOx and soot, respectively as compared to RCCI which has a peak of ? = 0.6 
, due to lean operation and dilution (EGR), the flame temperature remains below the NOx 
formation region. Furthermore it has been discussed that the increase in indicated 
efficiency is attributed to lack of locally high temperature regions near the piston bowl, 
thus reduced heat transfer losses (a decrease equivalent to 8% of the fuel energy) and a 
more controlled start of combustion (SOC) and end of combustion (EOC). EOC occurs at 
16 and 40° aTDC for RCCI and CDC combustion, respectively. This reduces the late cycle 
burning which increases the efficiency, implying lower combustion duration, which is in 
fact the reason for higher RI. 
Niemen [7] performed genetic algorithm optimization on a natural gas/diesel RCCI 
Caterpillar 3401E SCOTE engine geometry (16.1:1 stock compression ratio) over a wide 
range of loads, speed and intake pressures. Based on the optimum strategies premixed ratio 
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 is maximum at 13.5 bar (90%) and as the load increases or decreases, at higher loads due 
high EGR levels which are utilized to reduce NOx and at lower loads due to lower 
equivalence ratio (? 0.25) a more reactive fuel blend is required to ignite the fuel, thus 
percentage of Methane decreases (PFI% of 73% at 4 bar and 85% at 23.6 bar). Furthermore, 
Niemen [7] explored the sensitivity of combustion phenomena to mass split of diesel fuel 
in the two injection. Two cases, 65/35 and 54/46 mass splits (resulting from moving about 
2 mg from the first to the second injection), were considered. Heat release shape was 
sensitive to the injected mass split, whereas SOC and EOC were relatively unaffected, since 
the combustion phasing in RCCI is mainly dependent on the global reactivity of fuel blend. 
In the 65/35 case an abrupt in AHRR was noted, which was the result of high levels of 
premixing, leading to higher levels of RI and PPRR (1.8 MW/m2 and 4.7 bar/deg, higher, 
respectively). The 54/46 case had higher residence times at high temperatures leading to 
slightly higher levels of NOx (0.01 g/ikW-hr). Since the 65/35 case burned the 
hydrocarbons in squish region it had lower levels of UHC and CO (0.4 and 0.1 g/ikW-hr 
lower, respectively). 
Curran [3] used E85 which provided a higher reactivity gradient, in addition to cooling 
effect of E85, expanded the operating load of RCCI by reducing the pressure rise rate 
(which is a function of intake valve closure (IVC) temperature). Curran [3] investigated 
the effect of E85 on RCCI performance and emissions on a multi-cylinder light-duty diesel 
engine. Due to significant difference in ethanol lower heating value (LHV) (30 MJ/kg 
compared to 43MJ/kg) and high heat of vaporization a substantial change in RCCI 
performance has been noted. It has been shown that due to these factors, premixed ratio is 
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 lower for the RCCI operation with E85. Moreover SOI is retarded. Both being desirable 
properties since maximum efficiency is achieved through utilizing lower premixed ratio 
and retarded SOI, since both make the combustion more stable and less HCCI like. A split 
injection was utilized to reach 8.8 bar brake mean effective pressure (BMEP) with E85. 
This modal point was not reachable using unleaded test gasoline (UTG-96) due to high 
PPRR, thus expanding the load operation of RCCI. It was noted that the break thermal 
efficiency is 11%, 1% lower for RCCI with gasoline than the one for CDC at 1 and 2 bar 
BMEP, respectively. At 2.5 bar they are roughly the same and at 4.2 bar it is 2.2% higher 
than CDC. RCCI operation with E85 resulted in even lower efficiencies at lower loads but 
increased it (due to lower premixed ratio) by 8.8% and 6.9% at 4.2 bar and 8.8 bar, 
respectively [3]. 
In general NOx emissions are reduced for RCCI either with gasoline or E85 (66% lower 
than CDC) except for the 1bar 1500 rpm case where RCCI with E85 demonstrated the 
highest amount of NOx due to extremely low premixed ratio (20%) [3]. PM emissions for 
both RCCI operations were observed to be near zero as measured using filter smoke 
number (Soot emission index was decreased by 97% compared to CDC). In contrary, UHC 
emissions were much higher for RCCI operation with both PFI fuels (UHC was lowered 
by using E85 compared to gasoline due to lower premixed ratio). Mean UHC emissions in 
RCCI were 2600 ppm and 3200 ppm for RCCI with E85 and UTG-96, respectively [3]. 
CO emissions followed the same trend as UHC emissions. Averaged CO emissions were 
3800 and 3300 ppm for RCCI UTG-96 and E85, respectively [3]. Due to the lower ?? of 
E85, E85 RCCI NOx emissions were higher than UTG-96 RCCI whereas HC and CO 
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 emissions were lower [3]. Moreover, since alcohol act as radial sinks they retard the auto 
ignition, thus enabling higher diesel fuel injection, increasing break thermal efficiency at 
higher loads. However, despite the reduction in NOx emission (by a factor of 2), NOx after 
treatment is required to meet EPA Tier 2 Bin 5 NOx regulations and DOC is required to 
reduce UHC and CO [3]. 
1.3 RCCI Combustion Strategy-Challenges 
Despite its promising notion to achieve near-zero NOx and soot emissions while 
accomplishing peak-indicted thermal efficiencies as high as 53%, the RCCI combustion 
faces several challenges in its operation as listed below: 
? Limited operating range: as compared to the CDC counterpart, the RCCI engine 
faces constraints on its operating range both at high and low loads. At high loads, 
its operation is constrained by high levels of PPRR and combustion noise. At low 
load operating region, RCCI combustion loses its merits over its CDC counter-part, 
as CDC is capable of achieving similar efficiencies and NOx emission while RCCI 
suffers from higher UHC and CO emissions [8]. In order to overcome these 
challenges, mode switching in operation of the RCCI engine has been proposed [8]. 
Optimal mode-switching operation requires modelling of the dynamics of the 
operation of the engine which can be utilized in model-based control strategies. 
? Combustion phasing control: Combustion phasing has significant effect on 
engine efficiency. There has been some attempts in combustion phasing control of 
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 RCCI engine [12]. However, a controller which has the capability to optimize the 
operation of RCCI engine during its transients is yet to be designed. 
? Emission control: Emissions are a significant factor in RCCI engine operation and 
impose significant constraints on its operation. The necessity to meet the stringent 
EPA emission standards, requires optimal control of emission which can be 
achieved through model-based control strategies.   
1.4 Research Scope and Thesis Organization 
According to?Department of Energy - Energy, Efficiency and Renewable energy (EERE) 
it is more convenient to mitigate CO and HC emissions from IC engines than NOx and 
soot. RCCI engines have near zero NOx and soot emissions which along with their high 
indicated thermal efficiencies (as high as 53%) represent a promising prospect to resolve 
the IC engine emissions (even though their UHC and CO emissions are at higher levels as 
compared to CDC engines [3]) issues while simultaneously boosting the efficiency [7]. 
Moreover, as compared to HCCI engines they introduce a direct control knob for 
controlling the combustion phasing by direct injection of more reactive fuel. 
Combustion phasing greatly impacts the thermal efficiency of the engine, therefore its 
precise control is critical, in terms of attaining the optimal thermal efficiency [4]. Primarily 
the combustion phasing control in an RCCI engine is achieved via adjustment of premixed 
ratio since it is the most efficient control knob for tracking a desired CA50. Hence the 
variations in blending ratio of the fuels changes the reactivity of the charge and therefore 
in-cylinder temperature which is a major contributing factor in engine out emissions. Ergo, 
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 in addition to thermal efficiency, proper control of combustion phasing has a significant 
role in reduction of NOx, CO, soot and UHC emissions [9].   
In this work, a novel physics-based model was developed to predict the SOC, burn duration 
(BD) and ultimately combustion phasing, i.e. 50% mass fraction burned (CA50). This 
mean value model was parameterized and validated using simulation data from an 
experimentally validated detailed CFD combustion model developed in KIVA-V3.  This is 
the first study in which a COM for RCCI combustion phasing is developed and 
subsequently model-based control of RCCI is performed. 
The structure of thesis is shown in Figure 1-3. In Chapter 1, a literature review on RCCI 
engine has been performed, pointing out its merits and de-merits as well as the motivation 
behind its development. In Chapter 2, a mean-value COM is developed to predict the 
combustion metrics of an RCCI engine. In the next chapter, Chapter 3, the mean-value 
COM is extended to encompass the full-cycle operation of the engine. This extended 
dynamic model is capable of predicting the aforementioned variables during the engine 
transients which is a necessity for designing a model-based controller.  Subsequently an 
observer-based state feedback controller is designed track a desired CA50 value by using 
the premixed ratio as a control knob. In the final chapter, Chapter 1, the conclusion are 
drawn and suggestions for future work are made. 
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 Figure 1-3. Thesis structure. 
Chapter I (Introduction)
Introduction to charge stratification and 
RCCI combustion strategy, Research 
scope and thesis organization
Chapter II (Control-Oriented Model)
Development of a control-oriented 
model of combustion phasing of an 
RCCI engine (SOC, BD and CA50 
estimation)
Chapter III (Model-based Controller)
Design of a model-based controller 
for tracking a desired CA50 by using 
the PFI ratio as the control knob
Chapter IV (Conclusions)
Summary, conclusions and future 
work
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 Chapter 2  
Control-oriented model of combustion 
phasing of an RCCI engine1 
Reactivity controlled compression ignition (RCCI) is a promising combustion strategy to 
achieve near-zero NOx and soot emissions and diesel-like efficiencies. Model-based 
control of RCCI combustion phasing requires a computationally efficient combustion 
model that encompasses factors such as, injection timings, fuel blend composition and 
reactivity. In this work, physics-based models are developed to predict the onset of auto-
ignition in RCCI and to estimate the burn duration (BD) based on an approximation of the 
spontaneous ignition front speed. A mean value control-oriented model (COM) of RCCI is 
then developed by combining the auto-ignition model, the BD model, and a Wiebe function 
to predict combustion phasing. The COM is parameterized and validated using simulation 
data from an experimentally validated, detailed CFD combustion model using the KIVA-
3V code. The validation results show that the COM can predict the start of combustion 
(SOC), BD, and crank angle of 50% burnt fuel (CA50) with an average error of less than 
2 CAD. Thus, the COM demonstrates sufficient accuracy in predicting RCCI combustion 
phasing for control applications. The COM is an integral part of designing a model-based 
1 The results of this chapter are partially based on [10].  
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 controller, which in the case of RCCI is of paramount importance due to various attributes 
concerning combustion, particularly for transient engine operation. 
2.1 Introduction to COM development 
The RCCI combustion strategy is a novel approach that falls in the category of diesel 
combustion concepts. A dual-fuel engine technology, it utilizes a combination of port fuel 
injection of a high RON fuel and direct injection of high cetane number (CN) fuel. This 
strategy, by introduction of a reactivity gradient in the charge via different fuel blends, 
enables the realization of diesel-like efficiencies, as well as near-zero NOx and soot 
emissions [12]. Furthermore, by application of in-cylinder blending of gasoline and diesel, 
the combustion duration is extended, which curbs the peak pressure rise rate. This allows 
realization of peak-indicated thermal efficiencies as high as 53% in light duty engines [7]. 
Hence, RCCI combustion strategy is a promising means for attaining high fuel economy 
rates, while meeting EPA emission standards [4]. 
To maintain optimum efficiency during the transient operation of an engine, precise control 
of the combustion phasing is of paramount importance (with respect to fuel economy and 
emissions) [13], [14]. The aim of this work is to develop a control-oriented model (COM) 
that would facilitate designing a model-based controller to accomplish control of RCCI 
combustion phasing during steady state and transient operating conditions.  
Although there is already a plethora of auto-ignition correlations available for diesel 
combustion concepts, e.g., conventional diesel combustion, homogenous charge 
compression ignition (HCCI), and partially premixed compression ignition (PCCI), they 
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 either consider only the physical delay time [15], or are only valid for a specific fuel and 
do not account for the effect of direct injection [16]. The auto-ignition process in the RCCI 
combustion strategy is a blend of conventional diesel and HCCI engines. The homogeneous 
charge created by port fuel injection of high RON fuel resembles the conditions in an HCCI 
engine whereas the direct injection of high CN fuel introduces a charge stratification 
similar to conventional diesel engines [17]. Thus, to develop a COM for RCCI combustion 
strategy certain characteristics of each of these combustion strategies should be adapted.  
The use of detailed thermo-kinetic CFD tools for modelling the combustion in RCCI 
engines is of great importance for developing an understanding of the combustion process 
[7]. However, the computational effort required for these detailed combustion models is 
too expensive, which renders them impractical for designing a controller. COMs are used 
to predict the combustion timing in a period that is suitable for real-time controller 
implementation. Hence, a COM must be able to provide predictions of combustion phasing 
with sufficient accuracy within a minimum computational load [16]. Researchers have 
proposed various types of models regarding the auto-ignition process in diesel combustion 
concepts, which vary in complexity. Previous studies conducted in control-oriented 
modeling of the auto-ignition process in diesel combustion concepts are summarized in 
Figure 2-1. 
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Autoignition Models
Temperature Threshold 
Model
?? Shaver 2006
Arrhenius like Models
?? Shaver 2003, 
Vandersickel 2012,   
Bengtsson 2004, Walton 
2007   
Shell Autoignition Model     
??  Bengtsson 2004
Knock Integral Models
??  Swan 2006, Yates 2008, 
Hernandez 2010
Diesel Engines
Arrhenius Like Models
?? Pickett 2005, S. 
Loganathan 2011, Kook 
2005, Andersson 2006
      
Knock Integral Models
?? Lafossas 2007, Arsie 2006, 
Hillion 2009
Shell Autoignition Models 
?? Suzuki 2011, Kobashi 2011
RCCI/PCCI Engines
Arrhenius Like Model
??  Kim 2004
Shell Autoignition Models    
??  Singh 2006, Inagaki 2006
Knock Integral Model
??  This work
HCCI Engines
Figure 2-1. Control-oriented auto-ignition models for compression ignition combustion 
concepts
As Figure 2-1 shows, one simple model to predict auto-ignition is by defining a temperature 
threshold based on the assumption that ignition happens when the charge within the 
cylinder reaches a critical temperature. However, this model is not capable of predicting 
combustion phasing under varying operating conditions because SOC is dependent on not 
only temperature, but also the oxygen and fuel concentrations [18].  
Another category of COMs is Arrhenius-like models. A threshold describing the onset of 
combustion for HCCI engines was defined by Shaver et al. [19], integrating an Arrhenius-
like reaction rate. When this integrated global Arrhenius rate threshold is reached, it marks 
the SOC. In a similar approach, Vandersickel et al. [20] developed an empirical formula 
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 for low, intermediate and high temperature reactions at conditions similar to those of 
inherent in HCCI engines. Arrhenius form-like models can also capture the combustion 
initiation in DI diesel engines [21-24] as well as PCCI engines [25]. Even though the 
Arrhenius-like model has been used to estimate the onset of combustion with reasonable 
accuracy, the major drawback is the requirement of specifying the local in-cylinder oxygen 
and fuel concentration [26], rendering it impractical in real engine controller design as 
these measurements are not available for production ECUs. A simplified Arrhenius-based 
COM, approximating the fuel and oxygen concentrations using equivalence ratio of the 
charge, would need to be developed that does not directly require knowledge of the in-
cylinder oxygen and fuel concentration [27].  
Another set of models for SOC prediction in diesel-like combustion models includes the 
Shell auto-ignition model. The Shell auto-ignition model was developed by Halstead et al. 
[28], and has been widely used for SOC estimation in HCCI combustion by researchers 
including, Bengtsson et al. [29]. Sazhina et al. [30] extended the application of the Shell 
model to diesel engine combustion. Hamosfakidis and Reitz [31] used a genetic algorithm 
to determine the set of kinetic parameters for the Shell model for n-heptane and tetradecane 
reference fuels, which are common in modelling diesel combustion. Kobashi et al. [32] 
utilized the Shell auto-ignition model to predict SOC of dual-fuel spray diesel engine. They 
observed that the kinetic parameters in the Shell model are dependent upon the CN of the 
fuel blend. Suzuki et al. [33] used the Shell model to consider the effect of negative 
temperature coefficient and low temperature reactions on prolonging the ignition delay 
during the premixed portion of the combustion process. However, in the RCCI combustion 
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 strategy the fuel composition in the charge is heterogeneous, and hence a CFD model is 
required to take into account the effects of this inhomogeneity ([32] and [33]), thus limiting 
utilization of the Shell model in developing a COM for RCCI combustion. 
Knock Integral Models (KIM) are another approach originally proposed by Livengood et 
al. [34] to predict knock in an SI engine. The onset of combustion in this model is marked 
by reaching a critical concentration of species. Shahbakhti [26] used this model to estimate 
SOC in HCCI combustion and modified the original KIM to improve the model such that 
it would include the effects of varying air fuel ratios (AFR) and exhaust gas recycling 
(EGR) rates, and to alleviate the need for in-cylinder measurement of pressure and 
temperature. Several other researchers (e.g., Vandersickel et al. [20], Yates et al. [35] and 
Hernandez et al. [36]) made modifications to the original model to include cool flame 
phenomena and low, intermediate, and high temperature reaction regimes.  Hillion et al. 
[37], Lafossas et al. [38] and Arsie et al. [39] used KIM to predict the SOC in diesel 
engines. They modified the KIM such that it would also encompass the effect of injection 
timing.  
The KIM is less accurate compared to the shell model for predicting SOC, however the 
KIM requires less computational effort. The KIM is a non-linear model; thus, it is 
challenging to use the KIM for developing linear controllers. However, the KIM can be 
linearized around certain operating points which allows for designing linear controllers 
[40]. Hence, the KIM with the capability of SOC estimation of both diesel and HCCI 
combustion is a promising model that could be modified to estimate the SOC in RCCI 
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 combustion as it provides sufficient accuracy and requires the low computational effort for 
designing a COM. 
In this work, a KIM is adapted such that it accounts for the various attributes of RCCI 
combustion and is applicable for different engine operating conditions, including variations 
in fuel blend composition, DI injection timing, and equivalence ratio. Moreover, the 
adapted model alleviates the need for in-cylinder temperature and pressure measurements 
to predict SOC. In addition to the SOC estimation, since knowledge of SOC is not sufficient 
for characterizing the combustion process, BD, and consequently CA50 are also 
approximated using a physics-based model and a Wiebe function, respectively. CA50 is 
chosen as the major output of the COM since it is a robust feedback parameter for 
combustion phasing control [13], [26], [40].  
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first study undertaken in developing a 
mean value COM for the RCCI combustion strategy. The COM from this work can be 
extended to a dynamic model by incorporating residual gas thermal coupling [41-42]. 
Moreover, the COM can be augmented by intake charge flow dynamics [43-44], engine 
rotational dynamics [45], and control actuator dynamics [46] to incorporate the required 
dynamics for different RCCI control applications.  
The structure of the paper is as follows. First, the methodology to develop the model for 
RCCI combustion is explained. Then the proposed COM is presented along with the 
assumptions made. Next, engine experimental results are presented along with the KIVA 
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 code simulation conditions. KIVA simulation data is then used to parameterize the COM. 
Finally, the model is validated and conclusions are presented. 
2.2 Modelling RCCI combustion 
In this section, a COM is developed for the RCCI combustion strategy. First, by utilizing 
a modified knock integral model (MKIM), a prediction of SOC is derived. Afterwards, 
based on an estimation of the spontaneous ignition front speed, a correlation for BD is 
developed. Eventually, CA50 is approximated using a Wiebe function.  
RCCI is a dual-fuel combustion technology that uses in-cylinder fuel blending of two fuels 
with different reactivities to enable more direct control over combustion phasing than its 
HCCI counter-part, as shown in Figure 2-2. Due to its inherent complexity, several 
simplifying assumptions need to be made such that a COM could be designed. The 
assumptions corresponding to each sub-model (i.e., SOC and BD) are explained in the 
respective sections. Figure 2-3 depicts the primary concept behind RCCI combustion 
which has been used in this paper to develop the COM. The contours demonstrate the iso-
equivalence ratio values that correspond to the CN values. The more reactive fuel spray, 
which is injected at the cylinder centerline, penetrates through the charge towards the bowl 
rim area due its high injection pressure. Hence, in these areas of the charge the mixture 
becomes more reactive due to presence of higher diesel fuel fractions. Thereafter, the 
mixture ignites in these areas as a result of high temperatures and pressures within the 
cylinder during the late compression stroke. The formation of auto-ignition pockets 
happens in the proximity of the piston bowl rim area where the reactivity of the mixture is 
at its maximum value [17]. The expansion of reaction zones occurs through a combination 
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 of different auto-ignition pockets that are formed starting from regions with maximum 
reactivity and propagating through the less reactive regions after the formation of auto-
ignition pockets in those areas. This way combustion initiates from the piston bowl rim and 
propagates near the cylinder center liner and at the location of the injector where the 
reactivity is the lowest. The term staged combustion is used to denote the successive 
formation of auto-ignition pockets by in-cylinder reactivity gradients that controls the 
combustion mechanism in an RCCI engine. This is for the case of 50-30 CAD before top 
dead center (bTDC) start of injection (SOI) timing, typical of RCCI operation, used to 
attain the desired level of mixing to control the heat release rate. Very early DI injection 
timings of the order of 140 CAD bTDC cause high levels of mixing and the mixture 
becomes virtually homogenous [17]. Such homogeneity in the mixture removes the 
reactivity stratification and leads to similar auto-ignition timings throughout the whole 
mixture, similar to HCCI combustion. This causes abrupt combustion and an excessive 
peak heat release rate. In very late injection timings, such as 15 CAD bTDC, the more 
reactive fuel ignites at the outer edge of the spray cloud and rapidly propagates upstream 
in the jet due to the similar ignitability of the mixture within the spray cone. This rapid 
combustion causes high ringing intensities and detrimental peak heat release rates similar 
to those with very early injection timings [12]. High levels of ringing intensity and peak 
heat release rate limit the operating conditions of the engine, due to the lack of a controlled 
heat release rate and combustion phasing. Instead, for successful RCCI operation with a 
single DI injection, the distribution of charge reactivity is as depicted in Figure 2-3. 
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 Figure 2-2. Charge preparation in RCCI combustion technology 
 
Figure 2-3. RCCI combustion phenomenological model (Formation of auto-ignition 
pockets and staged ignition). 
2.2.1 SOC estimation model 
Because the RCCI combustion strategy falls in the category of chemically modulated 
combustions [17], a modified version of the KIM developed by Livengood et al. [34] is 
utilized to predict the ignition delay, which is defined as the time period between SOI of 
diesel fuel and CA10. 
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 Livengood et al. [34] developed a KIM to predict knock in an SI engine. Based on tests on 
different fuels in a rapid compression machine (RCM), an empirical correlation for 
predicting the ignition delay for different fuels was proposed. The general form of the 
ignition delay under different end of compression temperatures and pressures is in the form: 
? = ????????? (2.1)  
in which, ? is temperature (K), ? is the charge pressure (kPa), and ?, ? and ? are empirical 
constants used to fit the correlation for each engine. 
However, Livengood et al. [34] suggested that to interpret real engine condition behavior 
in terms of a rapid compression machine, it is necessary to develop a correlation to account 
for time varying conditions in the engine. They argued that reaction time is the sum of 
fractional ignition delays corresponding to different states under which the engine is 
operating. Moreover, they stated that a shift into a high reaction rate defines the concept of 
a critical concentration value. The onset of combustion is marked by reaching this critical 
concentration of species. This also implies that the critical concentration is a constant value 
under varying engine-operating conditions. They assumed that there is a functional 
relationship between the concentration ratio, ? ????, and the relative time, (
?
?). The following 
formula was used to adapt the ignition delay derived from an RCM for varying engine 
conditions: 
?
?? = ?
1
?? ??
???
???
= ? 1
?????????
??
???
???
 (2.2)  
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 where ?? is the concentration of species at SOC, ? is engine speed in (rpm), pressure is in 
kilopascals (kPa) and temperature is in Kelvin (K). ??? is intake valve closure and ??? is 
start of combustion crank angle. As the point of auto-ignition is approached, the integral 
increases, as shown graphically in Figure 2-4. 
 
Figure 2-4. Graphical integration of ??? from IVC to SOC 
The onset of combustion in an RCCI engine is marked by auto-ignition of the charge in the 
cylinder that is of the same mechanism as knock in an SI engine. Hence, the KIM developed 
by Livengood et al. [34] is enhanced to encompass all parameters affecting the auto-
ignition process in RCCI combustion. The SOC in RCCI is dependent upon the states of 
the charge at intake valve closure [13], as well as the injection timing and in-cylinder 
mixture composition, i.e. equivalence ratio, premixed ratio, and EGR [47].  
The following modifications are made to the KIM for it to become applicable in RCCI 
combustion: 
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 ? Polytropic compression: Measurement of in-cylinder pressure and temperature as 
a function of crank angle during the normal operation of the engine is not practical. 
However, these measurements are necessary for the prediction of ignition delay. To 
circumvent the measurement of pressure and temperature, it is assumed that the 
charge within the cylinder undergoes a polytropic compression from IVC until SOC 
[26]. 
In order to calculate the polytropic constant, ??, one method is to use the NASA 
polynomials [48] knowing the charge composition and conditions at IVC. 
However, this method requires extraneous calculations based on the charge 
composition and in-cylinder temperatures [48]. A more practical approach is used 
in this study. An optimization method is designed to find ?? based on the KIVA 
simulation data. A polytropic relation is fitted to relate the KIVA simulated gas 
pressure at IVC, i.e. ????, to the pressure at SOC, i.e. ????.  
Using the polytropic correlation, the in-cylinder temperatures and pressures are 
estimated by: 
? = ????????? (2.3) 
and 
? = ???????  (2.4) 
where 
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 ? = ?????(?) (2.5) 
???? is temperature at IVC, ???? is cylinder volume at IVC and ? is the cylinder 
volume at crank angle ?. 
? Fuel concentration: In-cylinder fuel concentration has a significant impact on 
RCCI combustion timing [13], [17]. Ideally, the in-cylinder fuel and oxygen 
concentration could be used in an MKIM. However, measurement of these 
concentrations in a real engine is impractical (but can be approximated using the 
equivalence ratio of the charge [27]). Fuel equivalence ratios, either gasoline or 
diesel, are an indication of the fuel concentration [26]. Equivalence ratio 
measurement is possible via a wide band exhaust gas oxygen (EGO) sensor in 
production engines. Hence, the equivalence ratio is used to account for the effect 
of fuel concentration on combustion timing. 
? Premixed ratio: At each load the ratio of high RON fuel to the total fuel injected, 
i.e., the premixed ratio, is a major contributing factor in determining the SOC in 
RCCI combustion [6], [17], [49]. As this ratio varies, the reactivity of the fuel blend 
changes, introducing an extra control knob for combustion phasing. This effect 
embodies itself in the auto-ignition correlation in the form of change in the local 
CN of the fuel. In turn, the activation energy of the fuel is a function of its CN [15], 
[32]. Hence, the relation between the activation energy of fuel blend and its CN, 
which is a function of the equivalence ratio of the two fuels, is integrated into the 
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 KIM to account for the variation in reactivity of the charge by changing the 
premixed ratio of the charge. 
? DI injection timing: One of the main advantages of RCCI as a dual-fuel engine 
over HCCI is the additional control knob for combustion phasing control [4]. 
Contrary to an HCCI engine in which, after the closure of intake valve, there is no 
control knob for combustion phasing, direct injection of a more reactive fuel 
provides a convenient approach for proper timing of combustion. To this end, the 
MKIM integration is segregated into two parts (see Equation (2.6)). The first 
section is similar to the MKIM developed by Shahbakhti [26] because RCCI 
operation is identical to HCCI from IVC to SOI. The second integration is carried 
out from DI SOI to SOC, which represents the introduction of the more reactive 
fuel.  
Adaptation of the KIM into the MKIM is as follows: the integration of auto-ignition delays 
at each crank angle is segregated into two sections, as discussed previously: 
? ?? 
???(??????? + ?????????) exp??? ?????  ??
?????
??????????
?
=
???
???
1
?? ??
???????? exp (?? ?????  ??
?????
??????????
)
???
???
 
(2.6) 
??? and ???? are the global values of charge equivalence ratio of both fuels, which are 
defined as: 
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 ?? = (
??
???? +????)/ ?
??
???????
 (2.7) 
where ? is mass (kg) and the subscript ? indicates either iso-octane or n-heptane.  
EGR fraction was calculated using measurements from the O2 sensors in the intake and 
exhaust manifolds. The following equation was used: 
 %??? = ??.?? ? (%??)?????????.?? ? (%??)?????? ? 100% (2.8) 
The intake charge mass flow rate is measured using a Laminar Flow Element (LFE). 
Knowing the EGR fraction and intake mass flow rate the EGR mass was calculated.  
An average value for the equivalence ratio of diesel fuel is assumed, which is consistent 
with the definition used by Inagaki et al. [6] and the methodology used by Andersson et al. 
[23]. Andersson et al. [23] stated that as the fuel concentration is varying with time and 
location in spray, it could not be calculated exactly. Thus, a mean value for equivalence 
ratio in the spray cloud that is undergoing pre-reactions was assumed.  
The introduction of DI fuel has another role of creating a reactivity gradient, which 
distinguishes the RCCI combustion strategy [4]. The reactivity of the fuel is quantified 
with its CN [32]. The CN of a fuel blend is a function of its composition, which can be 
modelled as the ratio of [equivalence ratios of the two fuels.  
????? =
??????,???????????? + ?????,?????????????
(?????,?????? + ?????,???????)  (2.9) 
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 where ??? is fuel-to-air ratio, ?? is the cetane number, ??? indicates the mixture of n-
heptane and iso-octane fuels, ?? designates stoichiometric, ??? is iso-octane, ???? is n-
heptane, DI designates direct injection and PFI port fuel injection. The constants ?? and ?? 
can be interpreted as the activation energy of the fuel blend divided by the universal gas 
constant, and the activation energy of fuel is dependent upon its CN [15], [32], [47]. The 
activation energy ( ?????) of fuel can be estimated in terms of its CN using: 
?? =
?
?? + ? (2.10) 
Thus the value for ?? can be replaced by the activation energy of the fuel. It must be noted 
that the universal gas constant is integrated into the constant “?” in the numerator of 
Equation (2.10). The resulting equation is:  
? ??
???(??????? + ?????????) exp? ?(????? + ?)
????? ?????
??
??????????
?
?????????????????????????????? ?????
?
=
???
???
1
?? ??
?1? ? ???
?1 ??? (?1 ????? ??
???
?1
?????????1
)
???
???  
(2.11) 
where ??, ??, ??, ??, ??, ???? , ????? , ?, ?, ?? are constant parameters which are to be 
determined such that the MKIM can be used to predict the SOC. The SOC is marked by 
CAD at which the value of the integral reaches unity. The denominator of the integral term 
on the left hand side of Equation (2.11) is the instantaneous ignition delay (?) in sec. The 
equivalence ratios outside the exponential term in the denominator of the integrands 
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 represent the fuel concentration, whereas those in the exponential terms are the determining 
factors of the CN of the fuel. 
To develop this model, an inherent assumption is made that the DI fuel instantaneously 
mixes with the charge and neglects the physical delay that arises from the time required for 
the fuel to mix with the charge. This assumption is made because RCCI involves premixed 
combustion of a lean mixture and the combustion process is dominated by chemical 
kinetics rather than physical processes, such as air entrainment and mixing [6]. 
2.2.2 Control oriented modelling of combustion duration 
Combustion in an RCCI engine is triggered by the diesel fuel injected directly into the 
cylinder through the introduction of a more reactive fuel. Flame propagation does not play 
a dominant role in RCCI combustion since the charge within the cylinder is below the limit 
of a flame sustainment regime, i.e., it is too lean during most operation modes of engine, 
except for the high load operating regime of the engine in which the mixture is capable of 
sustaining propagating flames [17]. However, even in these cases, the role of flame 
propagation is not dominant and ignoring its role does not introduce a substantial error in 
predicting the apparent heat release rate [17]. The introduction of the more reactive fuel 
causes a stratification of the reactivity in the charge. This gradient in reactivity causes 
sequential auto-ignition of the mixture from multiple auto-ignition points at unknown 
locations, creating spontaneous ignition fronts that are the primary mechanism of 
combustion in the RCCI combustion strategy, as previously depicted in Figure 2-3.  
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 Since the main combustion mechanism in RCCI is the formation and propagation of 
ignition pockets in the charge [17], spontaneous ignition front speed (???) is used to find 
BD. The ??? was correlated with BD as: 
?? = ?? × ?????? (2.12) 
where ?? and ? are fitting parameters which are to be determined so that this model could 
be used to predict BD. 
Spontaneous ignition front speed. The mere determination of SOC is not sufficient for 
developing a COM of an RCCI engine. The heat release rate and combustion phasing are 
prominent factors in determining the operating limits of the engine. By widening the span 
of gradients of equivalence ratio and reactivity, the peak heat release rate can be reduced 
[12]. This reduces the ringing intensity; thus, expanding the operating limits of the engine 
[7], [49].  
The combustion process in RCCI is similar to HCCI to some extent, both being flameless 
[43] (due to the highly lean charge that is incapable of sustaining a flame) [17] and 
luminous flames were not observed in shadowgraph combustion analysis results [50]. The 
primary combustion mechanism in RCCI is spontaneous ignition front, which results from 
the presence of a reactivity gradient. Due to the reactivity gradient of the charge within the 
cylinder, the ignition delay of the charge is not homogenous, causing the formation of a 
spontaneous ignition front. The dominant factors in stratification of reactivity are gradients 
in the equivalence ratio and the CN of the fuel blend [17].  
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 Assuming that the port fuel injected gasoline is perfectly mixed with the charge and is 
homogenous, the stratification of equivalence ratio is tantamount to the CN of the fuel 
blend [17], since both are caused by the inhomogeneity of the diesel fuel distribution in the 
mixture, i.e., the mixture CN stratification is caused by the inhomogeneity of premixed 
ratio in the charge. Chen et al. [51] proposed Equation (13) for correlating a subsonic 
spontaneous ignition front speed as a function of gradients in ignition delay. This speed is 
used in the present phenomenological model (see Figure 2-3) to determine the BD: 
??? =
1
|??| (2.13) 
where ??? is spontaneous ignition front speed (sec-1) and ? is the ignition delay (sec).  The 
gradient of ignition delay of the mixture is not only dependent on the initial state, but also 
on the amount of compression heating it receives during the combustion process. The 
amount of compression heating, in turn, is dependent upon the initial distribution of the 
mixture conditions [51].  
The primary factor determining the BD, i.e., the main combustion mechanism, is the 
spontaneous ignition front speed. This speed is determined by the gradient in ignition delay 
(Equation (13)) that is caused primarily by the stratification of equivalence ratio, and the 
following formula is proposed for estimation of the ignition front speed in an RCCI engine: 
??? =
1
? ???????? |?????|
 (2.14) 
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 in which the ignition delay (?) is estimated using the previously parameterized correlation 
developed to predict SOC, i.e., the denominator of the integral on the left side of Equation 
(11). A corrected temperature and pressure for the duration of combustion is assumed in 
estimating the ignition delay of the mixture, calculated using: 
?? = ????,???? ?????,????????? + ????,??? ?????,?????????(?????,????????? + ?????,??????? + 1)  (2.15) 
The value of ?? corresponds to a temperature rise corresponding to complete combustion. 
????,????  and ????,???  are the lower heating values of n-heptane and iso-octane, 
respectively. The corrected temperature (??) during combustion is calculated as: 
?? = ???? + ???? (2.16) 
The parameter ?? accounts for the heat losses during the combustion as well as any 
compression heating or expansion cooling. ?? is assumed to be a function of the crank angle 
at which combustion commences. The earlier the combustion starts, the lower the average 
temperature and pressure during the combustion will be, thus prolonging the combustion 
duration [43]. A longer combustion duration increases the heat losses, and hence ?? drops. 
The correlation between ?? and ???? is assumed to follow a second degree polynomial [43]: 
?? = ?? + ?????? + ???????  (2.17) 
where ???? is the crank angle at which the combustion commences. Similarly, the corrected 
pressure (??) is calculated as follows: 
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 ?? = ???? + ???? (2.18) 
and 
?? = ?? + ?????? + ???????  (2.19)
The values of ??and ?? are calculated using an optimization method to yield the best fit for 
predicting the BD. 
Assumptions are also made to quantify the gradient of the equivalence ratio in the charge: 
The gradient of equivalence ratio is constant with respect to radial distance from the 
centerline of cylinder, i.e., the point of injection. The maximum value of diesel equivalence 
ratio is observed near the cylinder liner and its value drops at a constant rate with the radial 
distance from the cylinder center line [17]. This assumption yields a one-dimensional 
distribution of equivalence ratio throughout the mixture. 
The maximum value for the equivalence ratio is estimated using the fact that the degree of 
mixing of the diesel fuel is dependent on the ignition delay. Since SOC has already been 
estimated using Equation (11), the apparent ignition delay (??) in CAD is calculated using: 
?? = ??? ? ??? (2.20)  
Knowing the ID, the maximum value of the equivalence ratio of diesel that corresponds to 
the maximum value of equivalence ratio within the mixture is estimated by: 
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 ???,??? =
??
??? ???
? (2.21)  
where ? is an empirical constant used to parameterize the correlation for each engine. The 
derivative of ignition delay with respect to equivalence ratio, i.e., ???????, is only due to 
linear spatial distribution of the diesel fuel [17]. Kokjohn [17] observed the linear 
distribution of equivalence ratio of diesel in CFD simulations. The mixture is most reactive 
near the cylinder liner and its equivalence ratio drops moving toward the centerline, where 
the equivalence ratio of diesel is virtually zero. Hence, the gradient in equivalence ratio 
(?????) is calculated as follows: 
|?????| = ????,??? + ????? ? ???? = ???,??? =
??
??? ???
? (2.22)  
2.2.1 CA50 estimation model 
Knowing the BD and SOC, CA50 is estimated by using a Wiebe function:  
??(?) = 1 ? exp ??? ?
? ? ????
?? ?
???
? (2.23) 
where, ?? is the mass fraction burned and ???? is the SOC crank angle. Here, SOC is 
defined as CA10 and BD is defined as the crank angle difference between SOC and CA90. 
Using these definitions, the parameter ? was calculated by solving the Wiebe function for 
CA90: 
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 0.9 = 1? exp??? ???90 ? ??10?? ?
???
? ? ? = ? ln(1? 0.9)
= 2.303 
(2.24) 
2.3 RCCI Engine Data 
The RCCI experimental setup in this study is the same as [11-13-14]. Therefore, only a 
brief description is presented here. A General Motors 1.9-liter Z19DTH 4-cylinder engine 
was used to perform the RCCI engine experiments, and the engine specifications are listed 
in Table 2-1. The engine is equipped with a variable geometry turbine (VGT), cooled EGR, 
and variable swirl intake port geometry. The intake manifold was modified to facilitate the 
port fuel injection required for RCCI operation. Furthermore, the OEM production engine 
control unit (ECU) was replaced by a Drivven control system to enable control over the 
additional port fuel injectors. In addition, the engine piston was modified to obtain a 
compression ratio of 16.7. 
Table 2-1. Engine Specifications 
Engine Type GM Z19DTH 
Bore × Stroke (mm) 82 × 90.4 
Displacement Volume (L) 1.9 
Squish Height (mm) 0.617 
Connecting Rod Length (mm) 145.54 
Compression ratio (-) 16.7 
Swirl Ratio 1.5 - 3.2 
Common Rail Injectors 
Bosch CRIP2-MI,  
155° Included angle, 7 holes, 0.141 mm hole diameter,  
440 flow number, 50 MPa fuel pressure 
Port Fuel Injectors 
Delphi, 2.27 g/s steady flow,             
 340 kPa fuel pressure 
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 The engine operating conditions, including engine speed, equivalence ratio, injection 
timings, EGR rates, valve timing, intake pressure and temperature for two experiments are 
shown in Table 2-2. The conditions of these two experiments are representative of RCCI 
operation at low loads. 
Table 2-2. Engine operating conditions 
Engine Variables Experiment I Experiment II 
Diesel Injection Quantity (mg) 3.5 2.5 
Gasoline Injection Quantity (mg) 2.6  6.3 
Engine Speed (rpm) 1500 1500 
Intake Manifold Temperature (K) 348.65 356.65 
Intake Manifold Pressure (bar) 1.006 1.021 
Diesel Equivalence Ratio (-) 0.19 0.38 
Gasoline Equivalence Ratio (-) 0.25 0.15 
EGR (%) 49.9 44.9 
BMEP (bar) 1 2.6 
IVC (°aTDC) -132 -132 
IVO (°aTDC) 344 344 
EVO (°aTDC) 112 112 
EVC (°aTDC) 376 376 
A KIVA computational model was developed and validated against the experimental data. 
It was used as a virtual RCCI engine in this study. To validate the KIVA model, the 
pressure trace and HRR of the two experiments (Table 2-2) are used. The simulated and 
experimental pressure trace and HRR are depicted in Figure 2-5 and Figure 2-6. 
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 Figure 2-5. KIVA simulation and experimental results for 1 bar BMEP experiment. The 
data to generate this figure is taken from [10-11].  
 
Figure 2-6. KIVA simulation and experimental results for 2.6 bar BMEP experiment. The 
data to generate this figure is taken from [10-11]. 
Of significant importance in this study is the accuracy of the KIVA model in the prediction 
of combustion phasing, i.e. CA10, and CA50, as this computational model will be used to 
parameterize the COM. A comparison of the KIVA predictions against the experimental 
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 values is given in Table 2-3. As can be seen, the agreement is within 2 CAD, which is 
adequate for the present study. 
Table 2-3. Combustion parameters; KIVA predictions vs. experimental results 
Combustion Parameters  SOC (CAD aTDC) CA50 (CAD aTDC) 
Experiment (#1) -8.0 -2 
Simulation (#1) -7.3 -1.4 
Experiment (#2) -5.6 -0.9 
Simulation (#2) -5.3 -1.4 
The validated KIVA model was also used to perform RCCI combustion simulations over 
a range of operating conditions, as summarized in Table 2-4. These simulations were used 
to parameterize the RCCI control model in this study. 
Table 2-4. KIVA simulation parameter variations 
???? (K) 376-420 
???? (kPa) 117-145 
??? (%) 44.9 and 49.9 
??? (-) 0.12-0.22 
???? (-) 0.20-0.38 
??? (CAD aTDC) -40 and -42 
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 2.4 Results and Discussion 
2.4.1 Polytropic compression constant 
KIVA simulation data for 69 engine operating conditions (see Table 2-4) were used to 
derive an average value of ?? under these conditions (The KIVA simulation data in this 
thesis are courtesy of Anand Nageswaran Bharath [11]). Here, ?? represents the best 
numerical fit. The results of the numerical fit are shown in Figure 2-7.  
 
Figure 2-7. Estimated SOC pressures vs. SOC pressures from KIVA simulations using 
the best numerical fit of ??=1.35. ????, ????, ???? indicate average error, standard 
deviation of error and maximum error, respectively.   
The solid line in Figure 2-7 represents the cases for which the predicted SOC pressures and 
KIVA simulation results are equal to each other. 
It can be inferred from Figure 2-7 that the polytropic model with ??=1.35 yields a 
sufficiently accurate estimation of the SOC pressure as the maximum error (????) in its 
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 estimation is less than 96 kPa and the mean error (????) is merely 29 kPa. Please note 
??=1.35 has been calibrated for the RCCI engine in this study and ?? value can vary from 
one engine to another. 
2.4.2 Parameterizing MKIM 
Combustion commences when the integral term in Equation (2.11) reaches unity. Thus to 
parameterize the model, the error of integration should be minimized when the integral is 
equal to unity. The Nelder–Mead method [52], which is a numerical optimization method, 
is used to derive the parameters of the MKIM. A rectangular discretization method is used 
to compute the integral numerically with a step size of 0.1 crank angle degree. Given a 
starting point for the optimization algorithm, i.e., minimization of the error of the integral, 
a program is developed in MATLAB to compute the local optima yielding the parameters 
of MKIM. The parameterized MKIM is then used to find SOC. 
Thirty-five out of the 69 KIVA simulation data points were used to find the MKIM 
parameters. Then, the MKIM was validated against all 69 data points. The results are 
shown in Figure 2-8. 
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Figure 2-8. MKIM SOC prediction and KIVA simulation Data 
As can be seen, the MKIM depicts sufficient accuracy in predicting SOC as the average, 
standard deviation and maximum estimation errors are 0.4, 0.4 and 1.8 CAD, respectively. 
Optimized MKIM parameters of Equation (2.11) are given in Table 2-5. By examining the 
parameters, it is noted that SOC is advanced by increasing the equivalence ratio of diesel. 
Moreover, an increase in temperature and pressure at IVC causes SOC to advance. An 
increase in ????, ???? or ??? causes a more reactive charge in the cylinder that results in 
advancing the SOC.  
Table 2-5. MKIM parameters 
?? ?? ?? ?? ?? 
1.2693 -0.00819 26304.29 0.000228 0.00314 
???? ????? ?? ? ?? 
-0.118482 -0.000129 440414.09 13.40 0.6398 
In the next step, the effect of each parameter on SOC timing is studied, while keeping the 
other parameters constant. The results for six different cases are shown in Table 2-6. 
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 Table 2-6. Effect of individual parameters on SOC 
Cases #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 
???? (?) 0.15 0.15 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
??? (?) 0.1 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.1 
???? (???) 120 120 120 120 130 120 
???? (?) 400 400 400 380 400 400 
SOC (CAD aTDC) -10.1 -13.6 -11.7 -10.3 -13.1 -7.8 
Table 2-6 shows that, as the equivalence ratio (???) of the diesel surrogate fuel (n-heptane) 
is increased from 0.1 to 0.15, SOC is advanced by 3.5 CAD. However, as the equivalence 
ratio of the gasoline surrogate fuel (iso-octane) (????) is increased by 0.05, SOC retards 
by 1.9 CAD. This trend is attributed to the fact that as ???? is increased while keeping the 
amount of diesel constant, the reactivity of mixture (i.e. CN of the mixture) drops according 
to Equation (2-9), causing the SOC to be delayed. The same trend was observed by Wu et 
al. [13]. They observed that as the premixed ratio ( ????????????) is increased, the combustion 
phasing retards due to the higher gasoline fuel fraction. This can be observed by 
comparison of cases #2 and #6 in Table 2-6. As the premixed ratio is increased by 16.6%, 
from 50% to 66.6%, the SOC retards by 5.8 CAD. 
As expected, an increase in IVC pressure causes the SOC to advance (see Table 2-6). When 
the IVC pressure is increased by 10 kPa, SOC is advanced by 2.8 CAD (cases #5 and #6). 
Moreover, as the IVC temperature is reduced by 20 K, SOC retards by 1.4 CAD. The 
variation trends in Table 2-6 are consistent with those in references [20], [28], [34], and 
[43]. 
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 The results of Table 2-6 demonstrate that the SOC in RCCI is primarily a function of the 
premixed fuel ratio. This is because the introduction of highly reactive fuel, i.e. high CN 
fuel, has the role of triggering the combustion [4], [7]. Moreover, a substantial change in 
temperature at IVC, i.e., 20 K, causes a relatively minor variation in SOC, i.e., 1.4 CAD. 
This is in contrast to HCCI combustion for which mixture conditions at IVC are primary 
factors in determination of combustion phasing [26], since the charge premixed ratio is the 
dominant factor in RCCI combustion. Thus, the charge premixed ratio can be used as a 
means to control combustion phasing in RCCI [13].  
2.4.2.1 MKIM Order Reduction. 
The developed MKIM depicts good accuracy in predicting SOC. However, further 
simplification was applied so that the number of parameters/states in the COM decreases.  
The second term on the right hand side (RHS) of Equation (2-11) encompasses the pre-
ignition reactions of iso-octane from IVC to SOI. The DI SOI timing in RCCI combustion 
using a single injection is of the order of 50-30 CAD bTDC. Hence, the IVC-SOI interval 
is located early in the compression stroke. This implies that the charge pressures and 
temperatures during the IVC-SOI period are low, rendering the extent of these pre-ignition 
reactions to be limited [53]. Moreover, the fuel undergoing the pre-ignition reactions 
during this period is solely iso-octane, which is far less reactive than n-heptane that is 
injected at SOI. Hence, the integral on the RHS of Equation (11) can be neglected. By 
removing this term from the MKIM, predictions of SOC are compared to the KIVA data 
as shown in Figure 2-9. 
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Figure 2-9. SOC estimation by the reduced order MKIM 
Ignoring the aforementioned term in the MKIM has negligible impact on the accuracy of 
the SOC predictions. This term is of the order of 10??, thus the average and maximum 
error remain essentially the same as the case previously shown in Figure 2-8.  
2.4.3 BD Estimation 
CA50 provides a robust feedback parameter for combustion phasing control [13]. Thus, 
adjusting CA50 is often defined as a control objective for an RCCI combustion controller. 
To predict CA50, a model is required to estimate BD along with SOC, which is 
approximated by the reduced order MKIM. Combustion duration in this work is defined as 
the duration between CA10 (10% fuel mass fraction burned) and CA90 (90% fuel mass 
fraction burned). 
BD model (BDM), previously shown in Equation (2-12), was parameterized using the 
KIVA simulation data. An approach similar to that of the MKIM is used to parameterize 
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 the BDM. 35 out of the 69 KIVA simulation data points were used to parameterize the 
model and validation was done against all KIVA data points. The results are shown in 
Figure 2-10. 
 
Figure 2-10. Comparison between predicted BDs from the BDM and those from KIVA 
simulation data 
The BDM predicts BD with an average error of 0.2 CAD and maximum error of 1.1 CAD, 
and the BD model parameters are given in Table 2-7. 
Table 2-7. Parameters of BD 
?? ? ? ?? r 
1.8519 1.6316e-05 -12.1619 23.5512 1. 8115 
?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? 
0.0999 2.1707e-05 -4.6574e-06 4.0760 0.00147 -3.7482e-05 
Using the values derived for ??, ??, ??, ??,  ?? and  ?? (Table 2-7) in Equations (2-17) and 
(2-19), it could be noted that as SOC is advanced, the value of ?? and ?? decrease. As 
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 mentioned before (due to lower average temperatures and pressures) as SOC is advanced, 
the BD increases. Longer BD causes an increase in heat losses that leads to a drop in the 
average gas temperature and pressure during the combustion, exhibited by the drop in ?? 
and ?? in the BDM.  
2.4.1 Estimation of CA50 
The parameter ? in Equation (23) was determined by applying the Nelder–Mead 
optimization method on the KIVA simulation data to find the best curve fit for estimation 
of CA50. Again, 35 out of the 69 KIVA data points were used to parameterize the Wiebe 
function and the validation was done for all the 69 KIVA data points.  The results of the 
estimation are shown in Figure 2-11. 
 
Figure 2-11. Comparison between predicted CA50s from the Wiebe function and those 
from KIVA simulation 
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 The optimized value of ? is 0.2508, which yields an average and maximum error of 0.3 
and 0.8 CAD, respectively, in estimating CA50. The CA50 estimation error is insignificant; 
thus, the CA50 model can be used in the COM.  
The crank angle resolved comparisons of the Wiebe model for the KIVA heat release 
pattern for the two cases of 1.0 bar BMEP and 2.6 bar BMEP are given in Figure 2-12 and 
Figure 2-13: 
 
Figure 2-12.Crank angle resolved of the estimated mass fraction burned by Wiebe 
function and mass fraction burned computed using KIVA heat release for 1 bar BMEP 
case. 
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Figure 2-13. Crank angle resolved of the estimated mass fraction burned by Wiebe 
function and mass fraction burned computed using KIVA heat release for 2.6 bar BMEP 
case. 
The Wiebe function is an accurate representation of the mass fraction burned (CA10 to 
CA90) corresponding to the heat release rate pattern of an RCCI engine for the cases where 
only a single injection of diesel is used. In these cases due to an earlier injection timings 
(~ 40 CAD bTDC) as compared to conventional diesel combustion, which is roughly 15 
CAD bTDC, the combustion process is not controlled by the mixing rate and heat release 
profile is only comprised of one spike as shown in Figure 2-5 and Figure 2-6.   
An alternative simplified approach for estimation of CA50 would be to assume that there 
is a linear relation between SOC and CA90. Hence, knowing the SOC and BD, CA50 
would be estimated by: 
??50 = ??? + 0.5?? (2.25)
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 It should be noted that in the RCCI combustion strategy, since the combustion commences 
from the regions in the charge where the blend is more reactive, i.e., a more diesel fuel rich 
region, a higher proportion of diesel fuel fraction is burned early in the combustion period. 
Hence, CA50 occurs in the first half of the combustion process. Therefore, assuming a 
constant burn rate increases the CA50 estimation error (Figure 2-14). 
 
Figure 2-14. CA50 estimation using a simplified linear CA50 model (Equation 2-25) 
As shown in Figure 2-14, the alternative approach in predicting CA50 demonstrates lower 
accuracy, 1.3 CAD of mean error as compared to the 0.3 CAD of the previous case and 2.3 
CAD of maximum error as compared to 0.8 CAD of the previous case (Figure 2-11). 
However, the simplified linear CA50 model introduces less computational effort in the 
estimation of CA50. Given that the mean estimation error of the combustion phasing (SOC, 
CA50 and BD) are less than 2 CAD, it is concluded that the COM can be used for RCCI 
combustion phasing control applications for the operating region parameterized. 
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 Chapter 3  
Dynamic Modelling and Controller Design 
of Combustion Phasing of an RCCI 
Engine 
Consistent control of combustion phasing is critical in terms of achieving high fuel 
economy and thermal efficiency as well as meeting stringent emission standards [4], [9]. 
Model-based control strategies provide an effective solution for control of combustion 
phasing. Conventional map-based controllers require lots of man-hours to develop engine 
operating maps [33]. However, model-based controllers exploit the merits of utilizing 
physics-based COMs to determine and modulate control parameters, thus mitigating the 
need for extraneous costly engine experiments. Moreover, they are capable of efficient 
control of engine, i.e. increase the thermal efficiency while simultaneously minimizing 
emissions, during its transient operation. The transient operation of the engine encompasses 
a significant proportion of its drive-cycle. Hence, model-based controllers have an edge 
over steady state, map-based conventional controllers [33].  
Development of a model-based controller requires a dynamic model which can predict 
engine operation, i.e., estimation of combustion metrics, on a cycle-to-cycle basis. Hence, 
the mean-value model developed in Chapter 2 is extended to encompass the full-cycle 
engine operation by including the expansion and exhaust strokes. In addition, the dynamics 
stemming from the thermal coupling between cycles are accounted for, that results in a 
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 dynamic RCCI control-oriented model capable of predicting the transient operation of the 
engine. This model is then simplified and linearized in order to develop a linear observer-
based feedback controller to control the combustion phasing using the premixed ratio of 
the gas/diesel fuel. 
3.1 RCCI Dynamic Model 
A set of physics-based equations are utilized to describe the complete RCCI engine 
operating cycle. The engine operation is broken down into four consecutive strokes 
including: intake stroke, compression stroke, combustion, expansion stroke, and exhaust 
stroke. The sub-models for each stroke are developed and coupled together to form the 
entire RCCI engine operating cycle. The following sections describe the empirical 
correlations as well as thermodynamic equations that comprise the COM for an RCCI 
engine 
3.1.1 Intake Stroke 
The states of the charge at IVC greatly impact the combustion timing in an RCCI engine 
[13]. Due to the mixing process between the fresh air, external EGR, and fuel with residual 
gas within the cylinder, in order to determine the conditions of the charge at the beginning 
of the intake stroke it is necessary to determine the residual gas fraction and its temperature.  
The residual gases from the previous cycle are the primary cause of thermal cycle-to-cycle 
dynamics due to the mixing process which occurs during the induction stroke. The mixing 
of the inducted fresh charge with the residual gases of the previous cycle, causes the 
thermodynamic properties of the charge to be affected by the previous cycles, hence 
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 causing the thermal coupling between engine cycles which affects the transient operation 
of the engine [19], [56].  
The residual gas fraction is defined as: 
??? = ????  (3.1)  
where ?? is the mas of residual gases (kg) and ?? is defined as: 
?? = ?? +???? +?? (3.2)  
where ?? is the total mass of the charge within the cylinder at IVC (kg), ?? is the mass of 
fresh inducted air (kg), ???? is the mass of external EGR (kg). 
The main two components forming the residual gases are: 
(1) Back-flow of the exhaust gases from the exhaust manifold into the cylinder during 
the overlap period. 
(2) The exhaust gases trapped in the cylinder at EVC. 
Hence, Cavina et al. [57] proposed the following mathematical model (white box model) 
to calculate the residual gas fraction: 
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?
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?????????????????
?
 
(3.3)  
where ?? is the exhaust pressure (kPa), ?? is the intake pressure (kPa), ?? is the compression 
ratio and, ?? is the valve overlap factor which is defined as: 
?? = ?? .?? .? ????
?????
??? + ?? .?? .? ????
?????
???
??  
(3.4)  
where ?? is the number of intake valves, ?? is the number of exhaust valves, ?? is the intake 
valve lift (m), ?? is the exhaust valve lift (m), ?? is the intake valve inner seat diameter 
(m), ?? is the exhaust valve inner seat diameter (m). 
The parameter ? in equation (3.5) is derived using the following correlation: 
? = ?1 + ???
??.??. ?????? . ??
???
 ?
?
?
 (3.5)  
where ??? is the lower heating value of the fuel and ?? is the constant volume specific 
heat capacity of the charge within the cylinder at IVC. Since RCCI is inherently a dual fuel 
engine, and in this study a blend of gas and diesel is used, the ??? of fuel blend is 
calculated via: 
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 ??? = %???? .???? . ?????? + %???.??? . ?????%???? .???? + %??? .???  (3.6)  
where %? is the volume percentage and ? is the density of the fuel. 
The term ? in equation (3.3) corresponds to the component of RGF which arises from the 
back-flow of the exhaust gases into the cylinder during the valve overlap period, and the 
term ? in equation (3.3) corresponds to the exhaust gases trapped in the cylinder at IVO. 
Due to the fact that there is no valve overlap in the RCCI engine under study (see timings 
given in Table 2-2), the term ? in equation (3.3) is assumed to be zero in this study. This 
model establishes a first estimate of the RGF. This first estimated RGF is used to develop 
an iterative loop to converge to a more accurate approximation of RGF in the first engine 
cycle. This is achieved by calculation of the mass of trapped gases in the cylinder at EVC 
which yields the updated RGF. This updated value of RGF is then used in the next iteration 
to acquire the new RGF value. This process is repeated until the RGF value converges to 
its terminal value. 
The fresh aspirated charge mixes with the residual gases within the cylinder, influencing 
the mixture temperature at IVC. The mixing process of the intake charge and residual gases 
is assumed to be constant pressure (i.e. manifold pressure is equal to ????). The following 
equation is used to estimate the mixture temperature at IVC after the residual gases and the 
fresh charge have mixed together: 
????(?) = ???(?). (1? ???) + ???(? ? 1).??? (3.7)  
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 where the subscripts ?? and ??, correspond to fresh charge and exhaust gases, respectively. 
This approach for modelling the mixing process is used commonly in literature [43]. The 
equation (3.7) represents the thermal coupling between the mixture temperature at IVC in 
cycle (?) and residual gas temperatures in cycle (? ? 1). 
3.1.2 Compression Stroke 
The MKIM developed in Chapter 2 is used to estimate the SOC. The compression stroke 
from IVC until SOC can be modelled as a polytropic process [15], [43]. Using the 
polytropic correlation, the in-cylinder pressures and temperatures are estimated by: 
? = ????????? (3.8) 
and 
? = ??????? (3.9) 
The value for ?? is calculated to be 1.35 as shown in Chapter 2.  
3.1.3 Combustion 
The SOC, BD and temperature rise due to combustion, are derived using the MKIM and 
BDM in Chapter 2, respectively. The temperature and pressure, assuming an instantaneous 
heat release at EOC, after combustion are derived using the following equations [43]: 
???? = ??? + ?? (3.10) 
where ?? is defined by equation (2.15) and 
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 ???? = ???.
????
??? .
???
???? (3.11) 
Where subscript ?? designates the charge just before the instantaneous heat release.  
3.1.4 Expansion Stroke 
The expansion stroke is modelled as a polytropic process similar to the compression stroke 
[15], [43]. The temperature and pressure of the charge at EVO are calculated using the 
following polytropic correlations: 
???? = ????????? (3.12) 
and 
???? = ??????? (3.13)  
The value for ?? is calculated in a similar approach for estimating ?? (see section 2.4.1). 
3.1.5 Exhaust Blow-down 
The exhaust blow-down is modelled by the following correlation [43]: 
??? = ???? . ?
???
?????
?????? + ???? 
(3.14) 
where subscript ?? designates the blow-down process. The blow-down process is modelled 
by an adiabatic expansion [15]. However, due to the heat transfer throughout the process 
an offset of ???? is added to the model. This offset is calculated by comparing the term 
???? . ??????????
????
??  and measured exhaust temperature.  
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 The residual gas temperature is assumed to be equal to the exhaust gas temperature [43]. 
The mass of trapped gas in the cylinder after the blow-down process is calculated via: 
???? = ????.
????
?.??? (3.15) 
where ? is the gas constant ? ???.?? and subscript ?? corresponds to residual gas. Knowing 
the residual gas temperatures and mass of trapped gas in the cylinder, the residual gas 
fractions in the next cycle are calculated using: 
??? = ???. ????.????????.????.???  (3.16) 
3.1.6 Physical Model Lay-out 
The structure of the dynamic model of the RCCI engine is shown in Figure 3-1. This 
includes the full cycle model of the engine, including the cycle to cycle coupling through 
estimation of residual gas fractions. The inputs to the model are: IVC pressure and 
temperature (????, ????), exhaust pressure (????), blending ratio of the two fuels (???), 
total equivalence ratio of the fuels (????), and engine speed (?). 
In order to estimate the RGF during the first operating cycle of the engine, a trial and error 
method is used. A while loop is developed to estimate the RGF until it converges to a final 
value. This loop is depicted in Figure 3-1. Out-puts of the model are CA50, ???, and ???. 
The latter two are used to estimate the CA50 of the next operating cycle of the engine. 
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Dynamic model to predict RCCI combustion phasing
Modify Tivc  by including estimated residual gas level [Eq. 3.7]
Calculate Tivc,mix using IVC correlation [Eq. 3.7]
Collect engine running conditions:
Tfc, PIVC, EGR, N, ?, Pexh
Predict SOC using MKIM [Eq. 2.6]
Calculate pressure and temperature at SOC moment using polytropic relation
[Eq.  3.8- 3.9]
Predict CA50 and EOC using the fuel burn rate model [Eq. 2.14-2.23]
Determine Teoc using EOC [Eq. 3.10]
Calculate Peoc using ideal gas law [Eq. 3.11]
Calculate Pevo and Tevo using polytropic relation [Eq. 3.12-3.13]
Predict mevc and Trg [Eq. 3.14-3.15] 
Guess initial temperature for residual gas 
(Tr= Tivc + 300 K)
Guess new RGF and reset temperature of residual gas 
using gas temperature at EVC
RGF =            
RGF|guessed
N
Set RGF and Trg for
 the next cycle
Y
 
Figure 3-1. Dynamic model of RCCI combustion phasing 
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 3.2 Controller Design 
The physical model developed in the previous section needs to be simplified for controller 
design purposes. More, specifically the MKIM developed in section 2.2.1 being in its 
integral form is highly non-linear which limits its application for real-time controller design 
despite its accuracy in SOC estimation. Therefore, in this section an empirical correlation 
is fitted to the MKIM so as to lower the complexity and thus computational time of the 
model. Next, the empirical model is linearized and an observer-based state-feedback 
controller is designed to track a desired CA50 trajectory by modulating the premixed ratio. 
3.2.1 Simplified COM 
The SOC in an RCCI engine depends on various attributes, such as IVC temperature and 
pressure, equivalence ratio of the two fuels used, and the blend ratio of the two fuels. The 
MKIM developed in Chapter 2 was previously used to approximate SOC. Even though, 
the MKIM model is an accurate model for prediction of the onset of combustion its inherent 
non-linear nature limits its application in a real-time controller design.  Hence, for purposes 
of controller design a correlation is fitted in the MKIM model to predict SOC utilizing the 
major contributing factors in the following form: 
??? = ?(1).??? + ?(2).??? + ?(3).???? + ?(4).???? + ?(5).????
+ ?(6) 
(3.17) 
where 
? = [28.058,?0.063,?0.114,?0.055,?0.615,13.298] (3.18) 
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 This correlation is derived by performing a sweep on ????, ????, ???, ???? and ??? 
timing and using least mean square algorithm to derive the curve fit parameters. The 
sweeps are performed over the range given in Table 3-1: 
Table 3-1. The sweep range performed for developing the SOC correlation 
Parameter Range 
???? (???) 115-145 
???? (?) 370-420 
??? (?) 0.5-0.75 
???? (?) 0.18-0.32 
??? (??? ????) 35-47 
The results of the fitted correlation and the MKIM are compared in Figure 3-2. 
 
Figure 3-2. The SOC predictions of MKIM and the empirical correlation. 
As can be observed in Figure 3-2, the empirical correlation demonstrates an accurate 
estimation of CA50 as the average error in predictions is merely 0.2 CAD. 
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 By assuming a constant burn rate (see section 2.4.1) and using equation (3.17) the CA50 
could be represented as a function of previous cycle operating parameters: 
??50??? = ?(????, ????,?????,?????,?? ) 
 
(3.19) 
The dynamic model developed in section 3.1 allows for linking two consecutive engine 
cycles through the thermal coupling induced by residual gases present in the engine at the 
end of each cycle. In order to describe the engine operation the following parameters are 
used as the COM states to describe the engine operation: 
? Temperature at SOC (????) 
? Pressure at SOC (????) 
? 50% mass fraction burned (CA50) 
? Mass of residual gases at EVC moment (????) 
? Residual gas temperature (???) 
Therefore by examining the correlations presented for each cycle the states of current 
engine cycle (? + 1) are represented as a function of the previous cycle (?) engine states, 
input, and disturbances: 
??50??? = ??(????,??50?,????,?,????,?,???,?,????,?,??,????,? ) 
 
(3.20) 
????,??? = ??(????,??50? ,????,?,????,?,???,?,????,?,??,????,? ) 
 
(3.21) 
????,??? = ??(????,??50? ,????,?,????,?,???,?,????,?,??,????,? ) 
 
(3.22) 
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 ???,??? = ??(????,??50? ,????,?,????,?,???,?,????,?,??,????,?) 
 
(3.23) 
????,??? = ??(????,??50? ,????,?,????,?,???,?,????,?,??,????,? ) 
 
(3.24) 
Which can be represented in the state space form: 
?(???) = ?(??,??,??) (3.25) 
and  
?(???) = ?(??,?? ,??) (3.26) 
where the states (?), input (?), and disturbance (?) vectors are: 
? = [??50 ???? ???? ??? ????] (3.27) 
? = [???] (3.28) 
and 
? = [? ????] (3.29) 
This non-linear COM is then verified against the physical dynamic which combines the 
model from Chapter 2 with cycle-to-cycle residual gas thermal coupling model from 
section 3.1. The results of combining the models are shown in Figure 3-3. 
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Figure 3-3. Physical model vs. non-linear COM 
Figure 3-3 depicts that the non-linear COM developed depicts satisfactory accuracy 
(average error of 1.5 CAD) in predicting the CA50 while being much less computational 
demanding. The processing time for running the models in Figure 3-3 on an Intel® Core™ 
i7-3632QM CPU @ 2.2 GHz processor is 26 seconds for the physical model and only 0.14 
second for the non-linear COM. This makes the COM suitable for developing a real-time 
controller design. 
3.2.2 Model Linearization and Linear Quadratic Integral (LQI) 
Design 
In order to design the controller the empirical COM is linearized around an operating point 
of the engine. The conditions corresponding to the linearization point are given in Table 
3-2. 
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 Table 3-2. The nominal operating/linearization point 
Parameter Value 
??50 (??? ????) -1.5 
???? (?) 932 
???? (???) 3980 
??? (?) 442 
???? (?) 0.137 
??? (-) 0.58 
? (-) 0.23 
???? (?) 370 
???? (???) 117 
??? (%) 44.9 
The state space equations which are developed by the linearization of the COM are: 
???? = ?.?? + ??.?? + ??.?? (3.30) 
and the output equation is given by: 
?? = ?.?? (3.31) 
where the ?,??,?, and ?? are state, input, output, and disturbance matrices. The elements 
of the linear state space model are given in Appendix A. 
The linearized COM is then used to design an observer-based LQI controller to track a 
desired CA50 trajectory. The state-feedback controller regulates the CA50 at its desired 
value, while the integral component of the controller removes the steady-state error in the 
tracking process. It also assists in rejecting any disturbances in engine operation, including 
temperature and fueling variations (?). Therefore, the model is augmented to enable the 
utilization of an integral controller: 
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 ???? = ????? 
(3.32) 
which yields the following state equation: 
????,??? = ?1 ?0 ??????,? + ?
0
???? 
(3.33) 
where ???? is the augmented model state vector, and ?? is the integral state. 
The control action is calculated via: 
?? = ??.????,? (3.34) 
The controller performance is dictated by the gains in this control law. The gains are 
determined via carrying out a linear quadratic optimization to minimize the mean square 
error using the augmented state space model: 
???? =
1
2?[????
? (?)?????(?) + ??(?)??(?)]
?
???
 (3.35) 
where ? and ? are positive definite matrix and scalar, respectively.  The index (?) indicates 
the cycle number. The controller gains are computed by [58]: 
? = ?? + ????? ????????????? ????? (3.36) 
where matrix ? is derived by solving the discrete-time algebraic Riccati equation (DARE): 
? = ????? ?? ?  ????? ??????? + ????? ????????????? ????? (3.37) 
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Since the states of this model are not measurable (except for CA50), an observer is required 
to estimate the states of the physical model. The observer is designed in the form of 
predictor-corrector: 
????? = ?.??? + ??.?? + ??.?? + ?(?? ? ??) (3.38) 
where  ?? and ? are the predicted states and output. The matrix ? contains the observer 
gains. 
The structure of the observer-based LQI controller is shown in Figure 3-4. 
Detailed Physical RCCI 
Engine Plant ModelYref
Desired 
CA50 
YK+1 (CA50K+1)Uk (PFRk)
State 
feedback 
Controller
CA50 
Controller
1?z
Tk si
+ -
1?Z
PFR: 
Premixed 
Fuel Ratio
Observer
dk (Tk, ?k)
XK (Estimated States)
dk (Tk, ?k)
Uk (PFRk)
YK (CA50K)
 
Figure 3-4. Structure of designed RCCI combustion phasing controller 
3.2.3 State estimator performance 
The performance of the observer is examined under transient operation of the engine
(Figure 3-5). The state estimator relies on the model to have a prediction of the states based 
on the input and disturbances to the system. However, due to the model mismatch which 
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 is introduced through the linearization process, these estimations are corrected via a 
feedback, i.e. the measurement of the output of the physical model.  
 
The state estimation results of the observer are demonstrated in Figure 3-5. 
Figure 3-5. State estimation performance of observer under transient conditions. 
The designed observer, accurately estimates the states of the engine under several step-ups 
and step-downs in the desired CA50. The estimation error of the states which are the result 
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 of the model mismatch, but these errors are sufficiently small for designing the LQI as will 
be shown in section 3.2.4.   
3.2.4 CA50 Tracking Results 
Performance of the controller in tracking a desired CA50 trajectory is demonstrated in 
Figure 3-6. 
 
Figure 3-6. Tracking performance of the designed CA50 controller. 
Figure 3-6 depicts that the controller is capable of regulating the CA50 to the desired 
trajectory with satisfactory performance. The quantitative metrics corresponding to the 
controller performance are given in Table 3-3. 
Table 3-3. Tracking performance of LQI. 
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 Maximum overshoot  0.4 CAD 
Rise time (??) 3 Cycles 
Settling time (??) 6 Cycles 
Steady state error (???) 0 CAD 
Due to the model mismatch between the linearized COM and the physical model of the 
engine, some level of steady state error (???) is expected. However, as the model is 
augmented and its order is increased by the addition of the integral controller, this ??? is 
successfully reduced to zero, thus significantly improving the controller performance. 
Other characteristics of the controller such as settling time (??), rise time (??), and 
maximum overshoot demonstrate fast and accurate controller performance. 
3.2.5 Disturbance Rejection 
In this section the controller’s performance in rejecting the external disturbances to the 
engine is studied. To this end, the variations in intake gas temperature (????) as well as the 
amount of fueling are considered to be the main contributing factors for the disturbances 
in the engine operation. These disturbances represent variations in engine load and thermal 
operating conditions. The performance of the controller in rejecting step inputs in both ???? 
and ?, which represents the amount of fueling, is shown in Figure 3-7. 
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Figure 3-7. Controller performance in disturbance rejection 
A sudden increase in ???? and ? by 20K and 0.08, respectively, are used to examine the 
capability of the controller in regulating the desired CA50 despite the presence of external 
disturbances. As shown in Figure 3-7 the controller is capable of conditioning the CA50 
by modulating the PFR to counter the effect of ???? and ? variations.  
A maximum deviation of 1.7 CAD is observed, for a 20K step increase and decrease of 
????. A step variation of ? by 0.08, causes a maximum deviation of CA50 by 3.2 CAD. 
The controller is capable of rejecting both disturbances within 5 cycles. Moreover, the 
steady state error is zero due to the integral action as previously discussed. 
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 Chapter 4  
Conclusions and Future Work 
In this thesis a physics-based mean-value COM was developed for prediction of SOC, 
combustion duration and CA50 in an RCCI engine. The COM includes a modified knock 
integral model, a fuel burn rate model, and a Wiebe function. This COM was then extended 
to encompass the dynamics of thermal coupling between consecutive cycles through 
residual gas factions. This extended model is then linearized and an observer-based LQI 
was developed to control the combustion phasing of the engine via modulation of the 
premixed ratio of gas/diesel. Moreover, a PFI systems was designed and fabricated to 
modify a base GDI engine to operate in RCCI mode (see Appendix A). 
4.2 Summary and Conclusion 
A modified knock integral model was developed to predict the SOC of RCCI combustion. 
The new model encompasses various attributes of RCCI, including the fuel reactivity 
gradient introduced by the injection of two different fuels with distinct RON, injection 
timing of the high CN fuel into the cylinder, charge composition (i.e., the equivalence ratio 
of both fuels) and charge conditions (temperature and pressure) at intake valve closure.  
Next, a burn duration model was developed based on detailed RCCI simulation results in 
[17]. A spontaneous ignition front speed was estimated using an approximation of the 
gradients of equivalence ratio in the in-cylinder mixture. This estimation was used to 
predict the BD, since the main mechanism of combustion in RCCI is the propagation of 
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 auto-ignition pockets causing an ignition front to proceed. Eventually, a Wiebe function 
was developed to derive an estimation of CA50. 
The detailed RCCI combustion model based on the KIVA CFD code was experimentally 
validated and used to generate RCCI data at 69 different operating conditions. Thirty-five 
out of the 69 KIVA simulation data were used to parameterize the COM. The validation 
results showed the COM has good accuracy in predicting SOC, BD and CA50 with a mean 
error of 0.4, 0.2 and 1.3 CAD, respectively. Thus, the COM from this work can be used for 
RCCI control applications.  
The COM was developed for RCCI with single DI injection with a constant injection 
pressure. Future work may include extending the COM for RCCI with multiple in-cylinder 
injections and variable DI pressures. In addition, the COM can be extended to include fuel 
flow dynamics [54] from port fuel injectors, boost pressure dynamics [55] from 
turbocharger/supercharger, and EGR flow dynamics [43], [55], depending on which 
control actuation techniques are planned to control combustion phasing in an RCCI engine. 
The mean-value model, was extended to model the expansion and exhaust strokes through 
polytropic process. This enabled the calculation of the mass and temperature of residual 
gases within the cylinder. The calculated values were used to estimate the ???? based on 
the mixing of fresh charge and residual gases. This provided a dynamic model capable of 
modelling the RCCI engine operation on a cycle-to-cycle basis. This model is then further 
simplified (by developing a non-linear COM as described in section (3.2.1)) and linearized 
around a stable operating point of the engine. Next a LQI was utilized to control the 
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 combustion phasing of the engine by controlling the premixed ratio. The controller 
demonstrated accurate tracking of CA50 (??? = 0 CAD) through augmentation of state 
space equations. Moreover, a state observer was developed to estimate the states of the 
engine as they are not measurable during the operation of the engine. Furthermore, the 
performance of the observer was examined during the transient operation of the engine, 
which exhibited accurate estimation of the states. In addition, the controller successfully 
rejected disturbance in temperature and ? within five cycles. 
4.3 Suggestions for Future Work 
The COM developed here can be improved should an open-cycle combustion model or 
further experimental data is available: 
? Manifold pressure and temperature could be used in lieu of ???? and ????. This 
method will be more practical since manifold pressure and temperature are 
measurable.  
? The blow-down process can be modelled via the flow through the exhaust valve. 
This model can be predictive with respect to variations in the operating conditions 
of the engine and can realize a more accurate estimation of the engine operation on 
a wider range of the operating conditions of the engine. 
? In the case of available experimental transient data of the engine, the model can be 
further fine-tuned and calibrated for the engine. This will allow for a more accurate 
dynamic model of the engine and hence a more accurate controller. 
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 ? The developed controller can be implemented on a real RCCI engine once the 
platform is ready to evaluate the real-time operation and its performance. 
? The   linear COM developed in this work is not a minimal realization of the state 
space representation of the system. Developing a reduced order-model has the 
prospect of lowering the computational cost of the controller implementation. 
? The RCCI operation and subsequently the RCCI physical model are highly non-
linear, therefore a non-linear control technique could be utilized to realize the RCCI 
combustion phasing control as opposed to the LQI controller developed in Chapter 
3. 
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Designing and fabrication a port fuel 
injector interface 
In order to achieve the dual fuel combistion strategy (RCCI), in addition to the direct 
injector a port fuel injectior is required. The port fuel injector has the role of providing a 
homogenous mixture of fuel and air. This is realized via the the injection of fuel directly 
behind intake valves. High temperatures of intake valve seats facilitate the fuel 
vaporization and hence the time required for this process is reduced. This substantially 
reduces any chance of misfire and ensures a more accurate fuel delivery rate. 
The engine for which the port fuel injector system is designed is the Ecotec 2.0L turbo 
LHU GM engine which is a 4 cylinder gasoline direct injection. The engine intake port is 
shown in Figure A-1.  
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Figure A-1. Intake ports 
As per the previous discussion a critical part of designing a port fuel injection system is to 
ensure that the injected fuel pattern is such that a minimum of wall impingement occurs to 
avoid fuel accumulation on the intake manifold. This could be realized by delicate design 
of an interface on which the fuel injector is going to be mounted.  
If a simple injector without any tilted injection angle is used there is a significant amount 
of wall impingement due to the acute angle between the manifold and intrake valve seat as 
shown in Figure A-2. 
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Figure A-2. Angle between the manifold and intake valve seat 
This wall impingement of fuel spray is detrimental to engine performance as it causes high 
levels of HC emissions [60]. In order to minimize this an injector is necessary which is 
capable of injection of fuel in a tilted angle of around 20 degrees. Moreover, in order to be 
able to mix two different fuels and control the octane number of PFI fuel, two injectors are 
used for each cylinder such that each injector is connected to a different fuel tank. Hence 
after the injection the two fuel impinge on each other and mixing happens. Furthermore, 
since in the Ecotec 2.0L turbo LHU engine there are two intake valves per cylinder as 
shown in Figure A-3 the fuel injector needs to have a dual spray pattern. This way one cone 
is introduced behind each intake valve seat. 
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Figure A-3. Intake valves of Ecotec 2.0L turbo GM engine 
The fuel injector delivery rate is determined based on a rough estimation that 100 hp is 
realized at 2000 rpm. This is a reasonable estimation as the engine is going to run in LTC 
mode, i.e. very lean, thus full load operation of the engine is not necessary. Moreover, in 
order to achieve higher loads the GDI injector could be used as well as the PFI injectors. 
The corresponding calculations are shown below: 
??? ×?? ? × ???? = 2??? ? ?? ? =
2? × 2000 × 353
0.3 × 44 × 10? = 335.8 ?/??? 
In order to calculate the fuel delivery rate a thermal efficiency of 30% has been asssumed. 
The LHV of gasoline has been used (???? of gasoline and diesel are relatively the same). 
Since the engine has 4 cylinders and for each cylinder there are 2 injectors, this fuel flow 
is to be provided by 8 fuel injectors, therefore the maximum fuel flow rate corresponding 
to each injector is  
?? ? =
335.8
8 = 41.97 ?/??? 
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 With the aformentioned arguments a bosch EV14 injector was chosen. The injector 
specifications are given in Table A-1. 
Table A-1. EV14 injector specifications [61] 
Part Nr. 0 280 158 116 
Flow rate/min 237 g/min 
Type E 
Housing L 
A 22° 
? 5° 
? 90° 
Resistance 12? 
 
The EV14 EL, 237 g/min n-heptane injectors are shown in Figure A-4. 
 
Figure A-4. EV14 EL fuel injectors with the pigtail connector 
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The EV14 injector is twin beam injector which has a tilt angle of 22°. This angle is indeed 
optimum since it minimizing the fuel impingement of spray on the intake manifold.  
Figure A-5. Front view of fuel spray pattern and intake valve seat 
Figure A-6. Side view of fuel spray pattern and intake valve seat 
The cross section of the injector and the designed manifold are shown in Figure A-7. 
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Figure A-7. PFI injector and interface 
In order to mount the fuel delivery system (injectors and fuel rails) L shaped clamps were 
used to fix the injectors on the interface. The final design of the interface, fuel injector 
models and fuel rails and the corresponding mounting system are shown in Figure A-8. 
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Figure A-8. PFI injector complete mounting design. The gray L shaped metal bars are 
used to mount the injector on the interface. 
After modeling the flange a plastic version of it was fabricated in order to test that the 
design is consistent with the cylinder head. The fabricated prototype is shown in Figure 
A-9 with the port fuel injectors, fuel pressure regulators and fuel rail mounted:  
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Figure A-9. PFI injector complete mounting. 
The final design of the interface was successfully mounted on the engine block as shown 
in Figure A-10: 
 
Figure A-10. PFI injector complete interface mounted on the engine. 
Ultimately, the metal interface block was fabricated as shown in Figure A-11. 
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Figure A-11. PFI metal mounting interface.
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State Space Representation Matrices 
The following are the state, input, output, and disturbance matrices of the linear system 
representation of the RCCI combustion phasing model given in section 3.2.2. 
?
=
?
??
?
? ?0.005675 ?0.0003 7.027e? 05 ?0.003867 ?20376.834 0.01354 ?0.003173 0.1746 9.196e + 04
108.8 0 0 0 0
?4.535e ? 09 0.3944 ?0.03461 0 0
1.081e ? 15 ?1.223e? 07 1.074e? 08 0 0 ?
??
?
?
 (B.1)  
?? =
?
??
?
? 28.060
0
1.792
?5.561e ? 07?
??
?
?
(B.2) 
? = [1 0 0 0 0] (B.3) 
In order to determine the disturbance matrix, the derivative of the detailed physical model 
is taken with respect to the corresponding disturbance. Each derivative is taken at the 
nominal operating point given in Table 3-2, which yields the following disturbance matrix:
?? =
?
??
?
? ?0.05 ?0.612.09 ?3.92
?5.75 ?65.68
5.55e? 21 670.14
?1.72e? 27 ?2.08e ? 4?
??
?
?
 (B.4) 
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Thesis files summary     
Following files were used for this thesis.  
Table D-1. Experimental and KIVA simulation data 
Sr. # File Name Description 
1  26 Experimental data for KIVA model 
validation 
2  Book1 Experimental data for KIVA model 
validation 
3  IVC Pressure Sweep 1 Bar KIVA simulation data for 
parameterizing and validation of COM 
4  IVC Pressure Sweep 2.6 Bar KIVA simulation data for 
parameterizing and validation of COM 
5  IVC Temperature Sweep 2.6 Bar KIVA simulation data for 
parameterizing and validation of COM 
6  IVC Temperature Sweep 1 Bar KIVA simulation data for 
parameterizing and validation of COM 
Table D-2. MATLAB files 
Sr. # File Name Description 
1  MVM Mean-Value model files 
2  sfb12kf Controller Simulink file 
3  RCCid RCCI dynamic model 
4  nonlin_model2 RCCI empirical COM 
5  Observer Observer 
6  sfb State feedback controller 
Table D-3. Image files 
Sr. # File Name Description 
1  1Autoignitio lit reviewr Figure 2-1 
2  2Chargepreparation Figure 2-2 
3  3RCCIcomb Figure 2-3 
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 4  4KIM Figure 2-4 
5  5exp1 Figure 2-5 
6  6exp2 Figure 2-6 
7  7Ponly Figure 2-7 
8  9SOCIVCr Figure 2-8 
9  10BDcorr2 Figure 2-9 
10  11CA50wcorr Figure 2-10 
11  12CA50corr Figure 2-11 
12  31ModelSchematic Figure 3-1 
13  32nonlinphyssoc Figure 3-2 
14  33physnonl Figure 3-3 
15  34Controller Figure 3-4 
16  35state Figure 3-5 
17  36Control2 Figure 3-6 
18  37Inoutdist2 Figure 3-7 
19  Intakeports Figure A-1 
20  Angle Figure A-2 
21  valves Figure A-3 
22  Injectors Figure A-4 
23  Frontfuelspray Figure A-5 
24  Sidetfuelspray Figure A-6 
25  injectorandinterface Figure A-7 
26  Mountingdesign, FlangeFinalstp Figure A-8 
27  completemounting Figure A-9 
28  completeinterface Figure A-10 
29  mountinginterface Figure A-11 
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